
Aquatic Artists is proud to introduce the new Genesis line of natural stone water features. 
Using our two decades of experience, Aquatic Artists has developed a line of high-quality, 
standardized water features that are crafted at our facilities. They provide the tranquil 
sounds of running water and the beauty of nature at a very accessible price point.

www.aquaticartists.com1-888-WATRWIZ (928-7949) sales@aquaticartists.com

GENESIS SINGLE
Genesis Single is a 1.5’ high x 8’ wide natural 
stone waterfall. It features a single 12” wide 
waterfall in the center. It’s the perfect way to 
enhance your backyard.

$4,999

GENESIS CORNER GROTTO

Genesis Corner Grotto is a 1.5’ high x 10’ wide 
(5’ on each side) corner water feature. It 
features a 24” wide waterfall that spans the 
corner of your pool.

$8,999

Genesis Double is a 1.5’ high x 12’ wide 
natural stone water feature with two 12” 
wide waterfalls. 

$7,499

GENESIS DOUBLE
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STAND ALONE WATER FEATURES

GENESIS FIREGENESIS FIRE

Do you want to transform your backyard, but you don’t have a pool? Any of the Genesis water features can be 
installed as a standalone water feature with a hidden basin. These standalone water features have everything you 
need including the basin, pump and plumbing. All you need is a standard outlet. They are very low maintenance 
and designed to bring you years of enjoyment.

Genesis Single Standalone - $4,999

STANDALONE WATER FEATURES
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Contact Us

*Introductory pricing. Prices do not include plants, lights, landscaping, electric, pool equipment, safety cover 
modification, or other services performed by your pool company.

Aquatic Artists has developed Genesis Fire to complement our natural stone water features. Add the beauty of fire 
to the tranquility of a Genesis water feature. These fire features conveniently attach to a standard propane tank and 
do not require expensive gas lines to be installed. They are an affordable option to add the sophistication of a fire 
feature without all of the headaches.

$1,999/each or $3,499/pair
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